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Abstract

The global impurity migration code WallDYN was coupled to the 3D scrape off layer plasma solver EMC3-Eirene in

order to make WallDYN applicable to 3D, non-toroidally symmetric, geometries. To make EMC3-Eirene suitable for

migration studies its impurity transport module was extended to not just compute the impurity density in the plasma

but also their deposition on the wall tiles. Originally EMC3 treats the impurity transport in the plasma as a diffusion

convection problem thereby assuming immediate equilibration with the local background plasma in order to derive the

local parallel convection velocity. While this is a reasonable approximation for light elements, it is not suitable for the

treatment of heavy element which need significant time to equilibrate their velocity and temperature with the background

plasma. Therefore EMC3-Eirene was augmented by a new kinetic impurity transport module that handles acceleration

and thermalisation in a manner similar to what is implemented in the 2D trace impurity transport code DIVIMP. This

paper will first describe the modification introduced in EMC3-Eirene and then show the differences between the impurity

transport models and the new possibilities now available in WallDYN to interpret migration studies in non-toroidally

symmetric geometries.
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1. Introduction

The global impurity migration code WallDYN [1] has

been successfully applied to interpret N accumulation

studies in ASDEX Upgrade [2], model Be migration in

JET and made predictions for ITER [3]. The current 2D

version of WallDYN uses DIVIMP [4] for plasma impu-

rity transport and is thus limited to toroidally symmetric

geometries. While the core plasma and scrape off layer

(SOL) in these devices are essentially toroidally symmet-

ric, the details of the first wall are not: They consist of

3D structures like poloidal limiters, manipulators and gas
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valves, each being a toroidally asymmetric source or sink

for impurities. Therefore, the calculations in e.g. [3] only

gave toroidally averaged numbers of impurity deposition

and layer growth. Making more detailed predictions on

deposition patterns or modelling Stellerator devices such

as W7-X, which are not toroidally symmetric, requires tak-

ing the 3D structure of the first wall and the far SOL into

account. For WallDYN this requires switching from the 2D

code DIVIMP to the 3D SOL and impurity transport code

EMC3-Eirene [5]. The coupling between WallDYN and

EMC3-Eirene (≡WallDYN3D) follows the same scheme as

with DIVIMP: Using an EMC3-Eirene calculated back-

ground plasma, the redistribution of impurities is recorded

in a charge state resolved redistribution matrix R(i→j@z)
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which denotes the fraction of material launched from wall

tile i that ends up on wall tile j at charge state z. The infor-

mation about impurity transport in R(i→j@z) is then used

in WallDYN3D to calculate the redistribution of eroded

material and growth of layers. The details of the basic

WallDYN concept are explained in great detail in [1, 3]

and will not be repeated here.

This paper will focus on the required modifications to

EMC3 to make it suitable for use with WallDYN3D. Since

the original EMC3-Eirene would only compute the density

of the impurities in the plasma, but not the deposition of

impurities on the wall tiles, a new post processing mod-

ule was added that would track the impurities along field

lines to the deposition location on the wall tiles. Also orig-

inally EMC3-Eirene treats impurity transport in a sim-

plified fluid picture. It solves for the impurity density

using a single diffusion convection equation with a con-

vection velocity that is computed from the local parallel

force balance. This basically amounts to an immediate

acceleration of the particle to the background flow speed

and thermalisation to the background plasma tempera-

ture. While this is a reasonable approximation for light

elements it is not suitable for treatment of heavy element

which need significant time to equilibrate their velocity

and temperature with the background plasma. Therefore

a new Fokker-Planck-type impurity transport module was

implemented that describes the acceleration and thermal-

isation in a way similar what is implemented in DIVIMP.

Throughout this paper we will refer to the new model

as the ”kinetic-” and the current model as the”diffusion

convection-” model. The aim of this paper is not a gen-

eral comparison of Fokker-Planck- to fluid-type impurity

transport but a description of the modifications to EMC3-

Eirene followed by a comparison of the current EMC3 dif-

fusion convection with the new kinetic impurity transport

model.

2. Modifications to EMC3-Eirene

The coupling of WallDYN to EMC3-Eirene was per-

formed along the same lines as for the coupling to

DIVIMP [1]: The charge state resolved redistribution ma-

trix R(i→j@z) needs to be determined for each impurity

species to setup the impurity flux equation system that

describes the coupling the wall elements wi via the impu-

rity migration in the plasma (see Eq. 3 in [1]). In addition

to R(i→j@z) WallDYN3D also needs the plasma tempera-

tures Te,i and the main plasma species (hydrogen isotopes)

ion-flux ΓPlasma at each wi, to later compute wall erosion

during the WallDYN3D run. To extract R(i→j@z) from

EMC3-Eirene some modifications to the original EMC3-

Eirene code were nescessary which will be described in the

next subsections.

2.1. Impurity deposition

EMC3-Eirene uses a Monte-Carlo method for solving

diffusion convection problems where the particle statisti-

cal weight can represent different physical quantities e.g.

particle densities, temperatures, depending on the type of

diffusion convection equation being solved. EMC3-Eirene

operates iteratively [6] and advances the equilibrium so-

lution of density & flow velocity (ne, vFlow → ”Stream-

ing iteration”), temperatures (Te,i → ”Energy iteration”),

neutrals (from Eirene) and impurity densities (nZ → ”Im-

purity iteration”) separately in sequences, until a global

equilibrium solution is reached. This makes it possible

to re-use a previous plasma solution (ne, Te,i, vFlow) to

perform an impurity transport simulation (to determine

R(i→j@z)) in trace approximation i.e. not including the

feedback of the impurity radiation on the main plasma

parameter, without needing to re-iterate the main plasma

solution.

During the Energy and Streaming iterations the location

and weight (energy Te,i and particle flux ne, vFlow) of each

Monte-Carlo (MC) particle are stored when it’s trajectory

is terminated because it entered a computational grid cell
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(CellFinal) in contact with the wall. Based on these ter-

mination locations and weights the particle/power deposi-

tion can be calculated in a post processing step after the

main plasma solution has converged. During this post pro-

cessing step the MC particles are traced along field lines

from CellFinal onto the nearest wall tile. From the impact

locations on the wall elements and the weights the power

≡ ΓPower and particle deposition ≡ ΓPlasma are computed

on each wall element wj . Similarly the Te,i is computed

as the Te,i in CellFinal from where the particle trace end-

ing on wj originated. The typical distances from CellFinal

along the field lines to the wall tile are of the order of

the cell size (10−2) m. This means in order to properly

handle the plasma wall interaction the grid cells close to

the wall must be small enough not just to properly sample

the gradients in the plasma close to the wall, but also the

variations in the first wall geometry (e.g. a poloidal lim-

iter). Since the EMC3 plasma solution ends at the sheath

entrance the small gradients and complex trajectories of

particles in the sheath are not resolved in the first place.

Therefore this coarse approximation is justified. More de-

tails on the sheath model are given in sub-section 3.1 where

the interface between the EMC3 plasma solution and the

plasma wall interaction (PWI) model in WallDYN are de-

scribed

To calculate R(i→j@z) a single EMC3-Eirene calculation

is performed for each wall element wi whose composition

evolution is to be computed later in the WallDYN3D runs.

During each of these EMC3-Eirene calculations a certain

flux ΓSrc (same for all elements and source all tiles) is

emitted with an angle and energy distribution suitable for

the dominate source channel (e.g. sputter erosion) of the

impurity. The current version of EMC3-Eirene does not

record the wall impact location of impurities, it only com-

putes their density nZ in each computational grid cell to

later compute the radiative losses for the next Energy it-

eration. In order to compute R(i→j@z) the charge state

resolved impact of the impurities needs to be extracted

for each wi. This was newly implemented into EMC3-

Eirene by a scheme that is essentially identical (the new

code re-uses the field line tracing routines) to the above

described method for the computation of the power and

particle deposition on the wall elements: During an Im-

purity iteration the termination cell, weight and charge

state for each impurity MC particle is stored upon termi-

nation at a grid cell in contact with the wall. After the

Impurity iteration, in a newly added post processing step,

the impurities are traced along field lines onto the wall

in a charge state resolved manner yielding the impurity

flux ΓDest
j from the source wi ending up on wj . Finally

R(i→j@z) = ΓDest
j /ΓSrc can be computed for each charge

state.

In contrast to DIVIMP based 2D-WallDYN calculations

the first wall in EMC3-Eirene is not closed (see also

Fig. 2) but contains regions where particles can leave

the computation grid without impacting on wall elements.

These losses are also recorded and result in non-normalised

R(i→j@z) which in turn results in non-closed material bal-

ance in the actual WallDYN3D calculation. In reality

these losses mean that particles leave the plasma and im-

pact on far recessed areas which are not in contact with

the plasma and thus act a perfect sinks for non recycling

species. Thus not affecting the correctness of the com-

puted erosion and deposition patterns on the plasma wet-

ted areas in the WallDYN3D calculation. However for

recycling species like N these far recessed areas are not

perfect sinks (unless close to a cryo-pump) and the par-

ticles may return, which needs to be taken into account

in the WallDYN3D calculations. In the test calculations

described in this paper we only deal with non recycling

species where this difficulty does not arise. The erosion &

deposition of N, where the recycling at these far recessed

areas needs to be dealt with, will be the subject of a future

publication.
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2.2. Kinetic transport module

The Monte-Carlo (MC) based diffusion convection

solver in EMC3-Eirene computes the equilibrium solution

of equations like Eq. 1 where the field F (r) can be nZ , ne,

vFlow or Te,i depending the iteration type.

∂F (r)

∂t
= ∇

(
~D∇F (r) + ~vF (r)

)
+ S(r) (1)

F (r) = Scalar field whose equilibrium(
∂F (r)

∂t
≡ 0

)
value is to be calculated

~D = Diffusion coefficient matrix

~v = Convection velocity

S(r) = Sum over sources and sinks for F (r)

The equation is solved in magnetic field aligned coordi-

nates by launching particles according to S(r) and updat-

ing their position parallel and perpendicular to the field

based on ~D and ~v. The details of this position update, in

particular the correct handling of curvature terms arising

from the field aligned coordinates, are given in [5] but qual-

itatively during the impurity iteration the update during

a time step 4t occurs like in Eq. 2

4s‖ = v‖4t (2)

4R,4Z =
√

2D⊥4t

4t = Constant time step

s‖ = Parallel position of particle

4R,4Z = Change in perpendicular position (R, Z)

v‖ = Local parallel convection velocity

D⊥ = Local perpendicular diffusion

The update of s‖ and R,Z results in a MC-trajectory of

the particles through the field aligned computational grid.

As the particles enter and leave grid cells, the residence

time τi,j of particle j in each cell i is stored. From τi,j

the equilibrium value of F (ri) in then cell located at ri

can be calculated according to Eq. 3. For instance for

the computation of the impurity density nZ particles are

launched from the wall at a rate STot in units of
(
s−1
)

which then from Eq. 3 yields nZ in units of #
m−3 .

F (ri) =

n∑
j

wj τi,j (3)

wj =
STot

Vi

STot = Total source of particles

Vi = Volume of cell i
(
m3
)

The current version of EMC3-Eirene treats the trans-

port of impurities in a simplified fluid model. In contrast

to the equations for the main plasma ions this fluid model

for the impurities does not include separate, coupled equa-

tions for density, momentum and energy but is only com-

prised of a single diffusion convection equation equation as

in Eq. 1 with F (r) = nZ(r). We will therefore refer to this

current model simply as the ”diffusion convection model”.

The convection velocity v‖ is derived from a local, parallel

force balance on the impurity ion in Eq. 4 (taken from [7]

Eq. 6.21). D⊥ is a user specified input parameter into the

simulation.

F‖ = F∇P + FFric + FE‖ + F∇Te + F∇Ti (4)

F∇P = Impurity pressure gradient force

FFric =
vFlow − v‖

τs
= Friction force

τs = Spitzer collision time

FE‖ = Electic force

F∇Te,i = Temperature gradient forces

It is assumed that the impurities are in equilibrium with

background plasma such that F‖ ≡ 0 is always and instan-

taneously fulfilled. Under these assumptions v‖ can be

computed from Eq. 4. In the absence of gradients this

means that the impurity would be accelerated immedi-

ately to the background plasma flow speed thus ignoring

the time required to accelerate it. While this is a reason-

able choice for light impurities which due to their small
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values of τs [8] are quickly accelerated. But for heavy ions

the acceleration takes much longer thus having a large im-

pact, in particular for long range transport. τs is typically

in the order of 10−7 (sec) and at the same charge state the

value for τs for e.g. C and W in a D background plasma

differ roughly by a factor 20.

Therefore the new kinetic transport module, very simi-

lar to what is implemented in DIVIMP, was introduced

in EMC3-Eirene. Due to the Monte-Carlo nature of the

solver switching to the kinetic solver only requires to mod-

ify the s‖ update in Eq. 2 by adding and update of v‖. The

perpendicular transport, the source sampling and book-

keeping routines are kept the same. In addition to s‖, the

kinetic solver updates the parallel velocity of the impurity

v‖ based on Eq. 6.33 to 6.37 and the impurity temper-

ature TZ based on Eq. 6.97, 6.98 taken from [7]. The

update of s‖ based on the thus computed value of v‖ at

the current time step is kept the same as in the original

diffusion convection based impurity transport module. In

both transport models, the impurity is initially generated

as a neutral with an energy E0 and an angle distribution

appropriate for its launch type (thermal or sputtering). It

is then followed along its initial velocity vector ~vneut until

it is either ionised or impacts a wall element or leaves the

grid. The impurities that are ionised are then followed fur-

ther as described above. The initial v0‖ is computed based

on the local magnetic filed ~B as v0‖ =
∥∥∥ ~vneut · ~B

∥∥∥. The ini-

tial temperature T 0
Z is computed assuming a Maxwellian

energy distribution with mean value E0.

In addition to the update in the parallel direction the ki-

netic model also has different boundary conditions. The

diffusion convection model uses flux boundary conditions

in radial and parallel direction. In contrast the kinetic

model in its current implementation simply terminates

the particles when they radially leave the grid or enter

a grid cell in contact with the wall. This is identical to

how DIVIMP handles the termination of particles. In

the future a plasma wall interaction (PWI) model will be

added that would reflect & self-sputter particles given a

energy and angular dependent reflection yield for the lo-

cal wall material. However for the R(i→j@z) calculation

terminating the particles is sufficient since reflection and

self-sputtering is handled in WallDYN [1, 3].

3. Comparison of impurity transport models

It is instructive to compare the two transport models

by computing example MC-trajectories at fixed charge

states, along the parallel direction, on a constant plasma

background in absence of any gradients or electrical fields.

Thus only investigating the influence of the friction force

and the impurity pressure gradient force. Then the diffu-

sion convection and kinetic model reduce to Eq. 5 and Eq.

6 respectively.

4s = v‖4t+ σ
√

2D‖4t (5)

D‖ = Parallel diffusion Eq. 6.31 [7]

v‖ = vFlow (in absence of gradients and ‖ fields)

σ = Drawn from Gaussian distribution

with 〈σ〉 = 1

=
√
−2 log η1 cos 2πη2

η1,2 = Uniform random numbers ∈ {0, 1}

4v‖ =
vFlow − v‖

τs
4t+ σ

√
kBTZ
mZ

24t
τ‖

(6)

4TZ =
Ti − TZ
τT

4t

4s = v‖4t+ 0.54v‖4t

τs = Spitzer collision time (Eq. 6.35 [7])

τ‖ = Parallel collision time (Eq. 6.37 [7])

τT = Thermalization time (Eq. 6.97 [7])

The result of evaluating Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 on a reasonably

chosen Deuterium background plasma with Te = 10 eV,

Ti = 20 eV, ne = 1018 m−3, vFlow = ion sound speed cs
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without evolving the impurities charge and no perpendic-

ular transport are shown in Fig. 1. There the parallel

position of C+2, W+2 and W+8 as function of time step

number (each 4t = 10−8 s) are compared for the differ-

ent transport models. Fig. 1 shows the expected result:

for light impurities (large charge to mass ratio q/m), like

13C+2, the difference between the kinetic and the diffusion

convection picture is small, in contrast for heavy impuri-

ties with small q/m like W+2 the difference in the parallel

position is large because of the larger τs it takes longer

to accelerate W by the background plasma flow. How-

ever for higher charge states (e.g. +8 for W) and thus

increased q/m ratio the difference reduces. This means

that for light impurities the diffusion convection picture is

a reasonable approximation whereas for heavy impurities

the approximation is generally poorer but depends on the

charge state evolution. Of course the comparison in Fig.

1 is only a qualitative measure of the influence of the new

transport model. The effect on impurity deposition and

main plasma impurity density can only be tested in a full

EMC3-Eirene/WallDYN3D run that includes the charge

state evolution as shown in the next subsection. In these

calculations in addition to the friction force, also the forces

due to gradients in the plasma parameters (pressure and

temperatures see Eq. 4) are fully taken into account in

the force calculation in both the kinetic and the diffusion

convection model

3.1. Simulation setup

The WallDYN calculation used for testing simulates a

virtual impurity seeding experiment where the impurities

are introduced from the divertor dome. The simulation

geometry is shown in Fig. 2. It shows the wall tiles, view

rays used for diagnosing the main plasma impurity density

and the seeding location. The simulation geometry encom-

passes 1/16-th of the ASDEX Upgrade torus and periodic

boundaries are applied in toroidal direction to model the

full toroidal circumference.
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Figure 1: Comparison of example MC-trajectories for a constant

background plasma and fixed impurity charge state without perpen-

dicular transport. For small q/m ratios the difference between the

kinetic and diffusion convection picture is largest whereas for large

q/m ratios the difference becomes smaller.

View rays

Launch location

Figure 2: First wall simulation geometry including view rays for

diagnosing the data on the simulation grid (not shown). Also shown

is the impurity launch location at the divertor dome baffle.
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In WallDYN3D the erosion, transport, deposition and

re-erosion of two impurities C and W was followed. The

C was seeded from the divertor dome baffle at a rate of

1020 (m−2 s−1) and W originated from erosion from the

full W first wall by D, C and W-self-sputtering. For sim-

plicity it was assumed that the first wall stays at a constant

temperature of 300 K in this low power L-mode plasma.

The wall temperature is only of importance for the chemi-

cal re-erosion model [9] applied in WallDYN3D for any de-

posited C. At this low temperature chemical erosion yield

is low and independent on the transport models so does

not affect the model comparison. The physical sputter-

ing and reflection yields as function of surface composition

and energy are determined from SDTrim.SP [10, 11] cal-

culations fitted with analytic models as described in detail

in [1, 3]. In the SDTrim.SP calculations the impact angle

of the particles (main plasma ions and impurities) due to

the combination of oblique magnetic field angle and sheath

ExB forces was chosen as 60◦ w.r.t to the surface normal

following the results in [12]. The EMC3 plasma solution

ends at the sheath entrance with a Bohm boundary condi-

tion (parallel velocity ≡ ion sound speed cs) yielding Te, Ti

and ΓPlasma at the sheath entrance. In a simple collision-

less sheath model, the particles are therefore accelerated

by the sheath potential drop of 3Te

e0
(V) yielding and ion

impact energy at charge state q of Eq
Ion = 3qTe+2Ti when

adding the thermal energy 2Ti. (see [7] p. 92 Eq. 2.88).

In WallDYN this is the impact energy that is used to com-

pute sputter and reflection yields for the surface evolution

model. This simple sheath model results in a plasma flux

onto the surface is equal to ΓPlasma thus allowing to com-

pute erosion and reflection fluxes.

To perform this WallDYN3D calculation one R(i→j@z) cal-

culation was performed per impurity (C and W) and trans-

port model (diffusion convection and kinetic) resulting in

a total of four re-deposition matrices. They were all based

on an EMC3-Eirene plasma background that was gener-

ated on a grid derived from the magnetic equilibrium of

ASDEX Upgrade L-mode shot #32125. This is one of the

standard test cases that a new EMC3-Eirene version has to

undergo before being released to the users. It only coarsely

matches the experiment and the impurity transport runs

required for R(i→j@z) were performed in trace approxima-

tion, using the converged equilibrium main plasma solu-

tion. In each of the wall launch EMC3-Eirene calculations

15000 test particles were launched and their charge state

resolved impact location recorded as described in section

2.

In Fig. 3 the evolution of Te and ne at the mid-plane along

the radial view lines in Fig. 2 of the background plasma

used are shown. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the values of

electron temperature Twk
e and background plasma ion flux

Γwk
D on each wall element wk partaking in the WallDYN3D

calculation. Due to the 3D nature of the wall geometry it

is difficult to match individual values shown in Fig. 3 to

wall elements in Fig. 2. Therefore the ranges of values

belonging to individual wall areas: inner & outer-target,

dome, main chamber and limiter are marked by vertical

lines. Thus Fig. 3 is gives only a qualitative overview of

the conditions at the first wall and on the computational

grid.

4. Results

In the comparison of the two transport models their in-

fluence on the impurity density in the plasma and the layer

deposition rate at the first wall was investigated. To com-

pute the impurity density for a certain gross erosion flux

(sputtering + reflection + seeding) of C respectively W

ΓGross
C,W from the wall into the plasma the ”density matrix”

approach was used: For each of the EMC3-Eirene runs for

the R(i→j@z) calculation the charge state resolved impu-

rity density on the computational grid ρwk,qi,ei
ir,ip,it was stored.

ρwk,qi,ei
ir,ip,it denotes the density of element ei (C or W in this

case) at charge state qi due to launch of particles with

flux ΓSrc (same for wall wk and ei) from wall element wk

at grid location. The indices ir, ip, it denote the radial-,
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Figure 3: Electron temperature and density at the mid-plane as

extracted from the view lines shown in Fig. 2. Also shown D-ion flux

and electron temperature at each wall element in the WallDYN3D

calculation

poloidal-, toroidal-index into the 3D computational grid.

Since the calculation operates in trace approximation the

impurity density for an arbitrary distribution of wall fluxes

ΓGross,wk
C,W from each wall element wk can be computed as

a simple weighted sum as shown in Eq. 7.

ρqi,eiir,ip,it =
∑
wk

ΓGross,wk
ei

ΓSrc
ρwk,qi,ei
ir,ip,it (7)

ρqi,eiir,ip,it = Density of element ei at charge qi (m−3)

4.1. Influence on impurity density

The impurity density was computed from ΓGross,wk
C,W for

the equilibrium wall state as determined by WallDYN af-

ter following the first wall composition evolution for 450

sec. The total density (sum over charge states qi) of C

and W along each of the view lines shown in Fig. 2 was

determined and plotted vs. position along the view line in

Fig. 4.

The effect of the different transport models on the C

density is benign but for W with its low q/m ration the

difference is large. The reason is that due to the retarded

parallel transport in the kinetic model, the distance trav-

eled along the field, before the impurity leaves the plasma,

is smaller and thus less long range transport occurs. This

explains why there is less W density along the main cham-

ber view lines. Of course this comparison relies on similar

source rates for W. While C is seeded into the plasma

the main source W is the erosion by the seeded C which

mainly occurs in the divertor for both transport models

and merely differs by ≈ 10%. Thus the difference in the

W plasma densities can indeed be attributed to the differ-

ent transport models.

4.2. Influence on layer deposition

The layer deposition rate depends not just on the rate

of transport from the source to the deposition location but

also on local reflection and re-erosion rates which in turn

depend on the local incident flux of all impurities. This is
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Figure 4: Difference in the total (sum over charge states) impurity

density for the different transport models for C and W. While the

difference for C is small the effect on W is large.

why the WallDYN concept was developed in the first place

to include the process of re-erosion and re-deposition. The

difference in the transport is best visualised by a plot of

transport matrices for low charge states of W in Fig. 5.

For the kinetic model at low q/m ratio the time needed to

accelerate the particle leads to a retarded parallel trans-

port. This means the particle has not traveled far from its

source location when it leaves the plasma again resulting

in more local re-deposition which manifests itself in a more

diagonal re-distribution matrix.
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Figure 5: Redistribution matrix R(i→j@z) for W computed with

the standard diffusion convection and the new DIVIMP like kinetic

transport model. The kinetic models retarded parallel transport

leads to less long range transport and more deposition close to the

origin yielding a more diagonal matrix.

This difference in the transport matrix is also reflected

in the deposition rate in the main chamber region whereas

the influence close to the source of both C (via seeding)
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and W (via C impurity erosion) in the divertor is small:

In Fig. 6 the W deposition rate for both transport models

is compared. For both transport models most of the W

is deposited on the inner divertor leg at similar rates but

the long range transport leading to W deposition on the

poloidal limiter is suppressed in the kinetic model. For C

(not shown here), as before for the main chamber impurity

plasma density, the difference in main chamber deposition

is less pronounced.

Figure 6: Net deposition region of W eroded mainly in the divertor

for the different transport models. Due to the retarded long range

transport there is less transport from the main impurity sources in

the divertor to the main chamber and limiter in the kinetic transport

model

5. Conclusions

The WallDYN model for global impurity migration and

deposition was successfully coupled to the 3D SOL and im-

purity transport code EMC3-Eirene. This new code pack-

age WallDYN3D now allows to investigate the migration

and deposition of impurities form/to non toroidally sym-

metric sources and sinks in Tokamaks and also handles

Stellerators with their full 3D geometry. The coupling

required the implementation of new routines in EMC3-

Eirene to store the charge state resolved impurity depo-

sition profiles on the first wall target elements. For bet-

ter handling the transport of heavy impurities, with low

charge to mass q/m ratios and therefore long acceleration

and thermalisation times, a DIVIMP like kinetic impurity

transport model was implemented that takes the equili-

bration time with the background plasma into account.

A comparison of the plasma transport and WallDYN3D

based impurity layer deposition rates showed that for light

(large q/m) elements like C the new kinetic model is not

really different from the standard diffusion convection pic-

ture. In contrast for heavy elements like W (small q/m)

the differences are large. This new kinetic impurity trans-

port model can now also be used for finding the equilibrium

main plasma solutions including the influence of power loss

by heavy impurity species since it can be simply turned on

by a single switch in the input files. Thus it will be of use

not only for migration studies but also for general SOL

modelling.
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